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Summary 

The quantum yields of CO, Hz and CH4 at incident resonance radiation 
intensities of l,, = 38.6 X 10” and 1.23 X 1015 quanta s-l, used in the equations 
Q, = k&j-‘, lead to values of n which are greater than unity. Considering the 
nature of the possible radical-radical and atom-radical reactions involved, 
this clearly indicates the presence of a biphotonic step or steps leading to the 
formation of these products in the mercury-photosensitized decomposition 
of ethylene oxide. The pressure dependence of the product yields at the 
higher intensity is thought to be the result of the deactivation of the inter- 
mediate (probably a triplet ethylene oxide molecule) before the second 
excitation can occur. 

Introduction 

In sharp contrast to the numerous observations of biphotonic processes 
in the solid and liquid phases [I], there have been relatively few reports of 
biphotonic processes in conventional photochemical systems in the gas phase. 
This is probably because of the short lifetime of many of the excited species 
formed and/or because of the great difficulty in identifying the products 
from biphotonic processes in the presence of high yields of similar products 
from monophotonic processes [ 21. Evidence for a two-quantum process in 
the mercury photosensitization of acetaldehyde in the vapour phase was 
reported by Buchanan and McRae in 1968 [ 3 ] . This article presents evidence 
for a biphotonic process or processes in the gas phase mercury photosensi- 
tization of a related molecule, ethylene oxide. 

*Presented in part at the Symposium on Gas Kinetics held in Moscow, April 14 - 16, 
1976, in honour of Academician N. N. Semenov on the occasion of his 80th birthday. 
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Experimental 

The experiments were carried out in conventional static systems similar 
to those used previously 143. The light sources used were Hanovia SC 87A45 
low pressure mercury lamps with Vycor envelopes to avoid mercury 61P1 
photosensitization. The reaction cells consisted of quartz cylinders 10 cm 
long and 5 cm in diameter fitted with plane quartz windows. The 253.7 nm 
resonance radiation from the lamps is entirely absorbed in these cells when 
the substrate pressure is greater than 15 Torr and the temperature is above 
20 “C. The light intensities were determined using the mercury photosensi- 
tization of propane at 300 Torr (@(Hz) = 0.581 + 0.012) [2] and of cis-2- 
butene at 100 Torr (@(trans-2-butene) = 0.50 f 0.02) [6]. 

Product yields were determined using classical methods and calibrated 
gas chromatograpbic peak areas. 

Results and discussion 

The mercury photosensitization of ethylene oxide is a very complex 
reaction [7 - 91. The major products are similar to those observed in its 
pyrolysis [lo] , its photolysis [ 11,121 and in the reaction of oxygen atoms 
with ethylene [13] . The occurrence of as many as five distinct primary 
processes has been postulated to explain the photolysis at 147.0 nm and the 
triplet mercury photosensitization [ 121. Although the sensitization products 
identified to date include CO, Hz, CH4, CO*, HzO, C&H*, C2H6, C3Hs, CH,CHO, 
CzH50H and n-C4H10, only the yields of the first three will be discussed in 
this paper. This is not as restrictive as it may seem since CO and Hz are the 
major products with quantum yields Cp > 0.3 under most experimental con- 
ditions. 

The quantum yields of CO, Hz and CHB, determined as a function of the 
substrate pressure with I0 = 1.23 X 1015 and 3.86 X 1016 quanta s-l, are 
given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Comparison of the quantum yields for 
different reaction times at the same pressure (Table 2) shows that they are 
independent of the conversion. Thus these three products arise through the 
primary reaction(s) and not via the secondary photolysis or photosensitiza- 
tion of a primary reaction product such as acetaldehyde: 

CH&HO + hv(253.7 nm) 4 l CHa + -CHO (@ = 0.38) [14] (1) 

+ CH*+ CO (@J = 0.66) [14] (2) 

CH&HO + Hg63P1 + l CHs+ l CHO + Hg (+ = 0.95) [15] (3) 

The ratios of the quantum yields at the two intensities were calculated 
using values taken from smooth curves representing the experimental points. 
The ratios given in Fig. 1 show that @(CO) and @((Hz) are 20 - 40% higher at 
the higher intensity while @(CH4) is almost a factor of 2.5 higher. 

Two explanations for the increased yields at the higher intensity have 
been considered. 
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TABLE 1 

The quantum yields of CO, Hz and CH4 with 10 = 1.23 x 101’ quanta 6-l (2’ = 28 f 2 “C) 

Reaction no. Pressure Reaction time ‘WC01 @U-W WCJ3d 

(To=) (s) 

10 22.2 1800 
: 120.3 440 1800 1800 

7 600 1800 

nm indicates not measured. 

0.328 0.191 Q 0.050 
0.277 0.309 0.239 0.292 0.044 

0.286 0.278 on:34 

TABLE 2 

The quantum yields of CO, Hzand CH4with 10 = 3.82 X 10f6 quanta s-l (T = 25 f 1 “C) 

Reaction no. Pressure Reaction time @(CO) @'(Hz) 'WCH4) 
(Tom) b) 

15 49.6 180 0.44 0.31 0.105 
19 49.4 180 0.43 0.28 0.095 
16 49.6 360 0.43 0.30 0.094 
11 200.6 30 0.42 0.36 0.109 
12 198.0 150 0.39 0.36 0.094 
17 200.6 360 0.39 0.28 0.086 
14 700.0 255 0.39 0.34 0.075 
18 700.0 360 0.35 0.32 0.084 

I I I 

200 Loo 600 

ETHYLENE OXIDE PRESSlRE.TORR 

Fig. 1. The ratio of the quantum yields of CO (O), H2 (A) and CH4 (m) at the intensities 
38.6 x 101’ and 1.23 x 1016 quanta s-l, as a function of ethylene oxide pressure. 

(1) Atom-radical or radical-radical processes 
These yield excited molecules which can undergo fragmentation. An 

example of such processes was reported by Payette et al. {I61 in the mercu- 
ry photosensitization of dimethyl ether. Extra methane is formed at high 
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intensities via the reactions 

H + l CH&.KJHs --* CHsOCH; 

CHsOCH; + l CH,+ CHsO* 

.CH,+ RH + CH4+R- 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

In the present study it is expected that Cp (CO) and @(Hz) would actually 
be decreased at higher light intensities by the competition of the reactions 

M 
Hi=0 + R* + RCHO* + RCHO (7) 

ZHi=O + CH20 + CO (3) 

and 

M 
2Hi=O + (HCO); + (HC0)2 (9) 

with the decomposition of He0 to H and CO (E, = 18 kcai mol-‘) [ 171. 

(2) Bip ho tonic processes 
Using the quantum yields taken at 400 Torr ethylene oxide pressure 

from smooth curves representing the experimental points and from the 
simple equation 

cf, 0: lrl (10) 

values of n = 1.07, 1.06 and 1.24 were calculated for CO, Hz and CH4, respec- 
tively. These values are lower than those (n = 1.3 - 1.6) obtained by 
Pailthorpe and Nicholls [18] for the UV induced ionization of heratin but 
they are similar to those found by Buchanan and McRae [3] (n = 1.15 at 
69 “C and 1.06 at 150 “C) for the rate of CzHG production in the mercury 
photosensitization of acetaldehyde. 

Moan [2 3 has shown that the data of Pailthorpe and Nicholls could be 
fitted to the equation 

rate = const. X p/(k + al) (11) 

which gives the rate for a purely biphotonic process. It is clear that at least 
one biphotonic process is operative in the mercury photosensitization of 
ethylene oxide. 

Although the exact nature of the biphotonic process cannot be ascer- 
tained, it is interesting to speculate on the species involved. Since @(CO) at 
I0 = 1.23 X 101’ quanta s-l is independent of substrate pressure (within the 
limits of experimental error) any excited molecules formed in the monopho- 
tonic primary steps must have very short lifetimes. This is typical of many 
electronically excited singlet states. Paraffinic-type quenching would also be 
expected to be independent of substrate pressure although the subsequent 
ratio of radical-radical to radical-molecule interactions should be pressure 
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dependent. The excited molecules which participate in the biphotonic pro- 
cess(es) have longer lifetimes since they are usually deactivated collisionally 
at the lower light intensity. Collisional deactivation, in competition with the 
biphotonic process(es), would explain the decreases in Cp (CO) and Cp (CH4) 
with increasing ethylene oxide pressure. If the biphotonic process involves a 
second triplet mercury atom, normal quenching, increasing with increasing 
ethylene oxide pressure, would also lead to lower yields for the biphotonic 
process at higher pressures. The most probable biphotonic process is thus 
the excitation of a triplet ethylene oxide molecule, either by direct absorp- 
tion of light or by a second triplet mercury atom. 

Conclusions 

While it is not possible, from the limited results available, to determine 
the relative importance of the monophotonic and biphotonic processes 
occurring in the mercury photosensitization of ethylene oxide, it is clear that 
at least one biphotonic process is occurring with a total quantum yield of CO 
production greater than 0.12 at 50 Torr. Other instances of probable bipho- 
tonic processes in mercury photosensitization are known to the author and 
they may be much more common than the literature indicates. It is impor- 
tant that light intensity dependences of the product yields be determined 
over large intensity ranges in mercury photosensitization studies. 
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